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New Arista EOS, CloudVision, and DANZ Platform for Hyper-scale Deployments

SANTA CLARA, Calif.,--February 1, 2017 -- Arista Networks (NYSE:ANET) today announced Arista Data ANalyZer DANZ

2017 support for the Arista R-Series Universal Leaf and Spine platforms, bringing improved visibility to 25G and

100G networks. DANZ, powered by Arista EOS® (Extensible Operating System) and combined with Arista

CloudVision® for automation and telemetry, delivers the hyperscale visibility platform required to secure today’s

cloud centric applications and workflows.

“The security and availability needs of today’s cloud networks require visibility architectures that match their speed

and scale. DANZ 2017 is the visibility architecture that can scale to thousands of access points and hundreds of

terabits of bandwidth,” said Hugh Holbrook, vice president, Software Engineering for Arista Networks.

CloudVision, together with the Arista 7500R and 7280R Series, delivers integrated in-band and out-of-band security

insertion, precision visibility, network-wide scale, cloud automation, integrated change control, advanced telemetry

and analytics. The Arista R-Series is a family of fixed and modular solutions that each provide non-blocking and

lossless data delivery at scales from 1 to 115 Tbps and densities up to 432 ports of 100G and 1152 ports of 25G.

These capacities represent an advantage of 12-36X in density and 44-293X in bandwidth compared to existing

packet broker platforms.

DANZ 2017 for Deep Monitoring and Visibility

The DANZ feature set, included in standard Arista EOS software images, provides in-band and out-of-band

telemetry and packet capture with a rich set of features previously only available in add-on network visibility

devices.

DANZ on the Arista R-series provides lossless visibility with deep elastic buffers, Virtual Output Queue (VOQ)
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architecture, and LANZ microburst detection. All DANZ platforms support a unified TAP Aggregation GUI / API / CLI

management interface, and CloudVision integration for automation, provisioning, and telemetry.

This functionality combined with the economics of Arista’s industry-standard, open architecture establish the Arista

R-series with DANZ as the preeminent visibility platform designed to scale to address current and future enterprise,

cloud and service provider visibility requirements at link speeds of 25-100Gbps or higher. This allows customers to:

Analyze workstreams in real-time with CloudVision Telemetry Analytics

Automate virtualized workload visibility with Arista Network Tracers

Selectively mirror in-band traffic via IP-tunnels to capture anomalies without additional cost

Analyze traffic within the infrastructure on-switch for rapid on-demand incident resolution

Aggregate traffic to scale-out tool farms losslessly, and with precision filtering, for deep visibility

Arista delivers advanced capabilities like DANZ through software innovations in its EOS software, while maintaining

the cloud principles of merchant silicon economics, hyper-scale bandwidth, and density that cloud operators

demand. The unique approach to in-band and out-of-band monitoring makes lossless monitoring for security

applications possible at any scale with cloud economy.

With support on the Arista R-Series, the same universal cloud networking platforms deployed for production

switching and routing infrastructure can be leveraged for visibility infrastructure, saving customers operational

expense and complexity.

Availability and Pricing

DANZ 2017 features will be available on all Arista R-Series Universal Leaf and Spine platforms as well as the Arista

7150-series ultra-low latency platforms in Q1’2017. The Arista DANZ 2017 feature set requires either a monitoring

feature license or CloudVision license for each supported platform or customer environment. Contact Arista for

further information and pricing.

For additional information, join us for a webinar on Arista DANZ 2017, Thursday, February 23rd, 2017 at 10a.m. PT.

Register here.

About Arista Networks

Arista Networks was founded to pioneer and deliver software-driven cloud networking solutions for large

datacenter storage and computing environments. Arista’s award-winning platforms, ranging in Ethernet speeds

from 10 to 100 gigabits per second, redefine scalability, agility and resilience. Arista has shipped more than ten

million cloud networking ports worldwide with CloudVision and EOS, an advanced network operating system.
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Committed to open standards, Arista is a founding member of the 25/50GbE consortium. Arista Networks products

are available worldwide directly and through partners.

ARISTA, EOS, and CloudVision, are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of Arista Networks, Inc. in

jurisdictions around the world. Other company names or product names may be trademarks of their respective

owners. Additional information and resources can be found at www.arista.com. This press release contains

forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, statements regarding the benefits and best practices

utilized in the design and implementation of Arista's DANZ and CloudVision software and the enablement of cost

savings, more performance and efficiency. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements

that could be deemed forward-looking statements. Forward looking statements are subject to risks and

uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in the

forward looking statements including: our limited operating history and experience with developing and releasing

new products; product, support or service quality problems; rapidly evolving changes in technology, customer

requirements and industry standards as well as other risks stated in our filings with the SEC available on Arista's

website at www.arista.com and the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. Arista disclaims any obligation to publicly update

or revise any forward-looking statement to reflect events that occur or circumstances that exist after the date on

which they were made.
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